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Structured populations with fast dynamics – patches and networks
We consider structured population models in which the population is subdivided into states according
to certain feature of the individuals. We consider various rules allowing individuals to move between
the states – it may be physical migration between geographical patches or the change of the genotype
by mutations during mitosis. We shall see that depending on the type of the migration rule the models
can vary from a system of coupled McKendrick equations to a system of transport equations on a
graph. We address the well-posedness of such problems, classical in the first case and more
challenging in the second. The main interest, however, will be asymptotic state aggregation that, in the

presence of different time scales, allows for a significant simplification of the equations. Interestingly
enough, the aggregated equations vary widely, from scalar transport equations to systems of ordinary
differential equations. Some aspects of long term dynamics also will be discussed.

